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ABSTRACT 
Neutrons are commonly used for many applications, including active interrogation and cancer therapy. One 
critical aspect for active interrogation efficiency is neutron yield, which is more important for successful resolution 
than the energy spectrum. The typical approach for improving neutron yield entails producing more neutrons, 
which has motivated multiple studies using the interaction of increasingly more powerful tabletop lasers with 
plastic targets to generate protons or deuterons that are absorbed by another target to create neutrons [1]. 
Alternatively, one may use lenses to focus the neutrons to increase yield rather than simply generating more 
neutrons with more powerful lasers [2]. Assessing either approach requires a comprehensive model simulating 
neutron generation and transport to optimize the target material, system geometry, and neutron yield. A 
complete model from laser source to neutron generation is beyond the scope of the current study, so this project 
focuses on simulating the interaction of deuterons with typical target materials, such as lithium or beryllium. We 
use the neutron transport code Monte Carlo N-Particles (MCNP), which applies the Monte Carlo method to track 
particles [3]. The simulations accurately reflected experimental results from several groups [4]. Future analyses 
will assess improvements in neutron yield and directionality through strategically incorporating neutron lenses. 
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